This is the first time I have found the word H.A.A.R.P in direct connection with chemtrails
4 41 1 Deux gros de Mende, de Rondes et Milhau. _
EXPISCATE (search out) HAARP AROPH AGGEST (grows)
HIPPURATE (medical test) THOSe HOSTS HIP (Leo) AROUSE
Hip (Den.ebola in Leo) Phase our shape our II (Nov?) Sepia hour
He soup our air - Our Apes (Sirius) is his . He pours A.I up rose A
OATH IN MY EUPHORIA IS Our Heap
(Pleiades
STAGE GATES PACT - AUTOGRAPHIES (signatures
SEX SHORTAGE EXCUSE – EXEQUIES (funeral rites

Two large ones at Mendes, Rhodes and Milhau: either two
asteroids or two different Tall Whites (He Rods = Grayles)
SIRIUS IS HIS: the shape shifting Leonines have the Sirius in their
pocket. ‘He pours’ A (Dec 21/22) in ‘rose’, a Friday. Dec 21 in 2012
is a Friday. The ‘II’ still has me uncertain, November. ‘I’ is Yew tree
day of the Eve of the winter solstice = December 19/20 SEPIA Hour
would be the ‘sack cloth’ of pure blackness that da Vinci spoke of..
So that was what the PACT was all about! Time travel!
Sex shortage (fertility) is the excuse for making the men in black
(funeral rites) but the word “spare” for them appeared too

4 41 1 AROPH : n. 1. A barbarous word used by the old chemists to designate various medical remedies; Alchemye,
having connotations with “aerosol” methods of application. The words used in former times were “ether” and “ethereal”.
Here is perfect proof that Nostradamus was well aware of chemtrails and the BIOGENS within them & the H.A.A.R.P connection.
This means that it is the Leonines from Denebola who are behind it all. How appropriate the name is DEN.EBOLA! For some reason those of
Sirius are in league with the shape shifters. This confirms the TRIAD of Orion (the Anu), Sirius and Leo (but not Regulus) and by implication
that the “channelled” messages from Sirius are a very dangerous ploy. The hidden agenda is the False Rapture by those of Sirius.
Anyone who has read Aleister Crowley will recall his ‘mentor’ was APES (Ah-pees) of Sirius, to whom Crowley “sold his soul”.

“THOSE HOSTS” are the BIOGENS IN THE CHEMTRAILS
HIPPURATE IS A SPECIFIC MEDICAL TEST AS FOLLOWS:
Hardy Diagnostics Hippurate Test is to be used in the presumptive identification of Gardnerella vaginalis, Campylobacter jejuni,
Listeria monocytogenes and group B streptococci, by detecting the ability of the organism to hydrolyze hippurate.

The ability of bacterial species to hydrolyze the compound hippurate was classically tested using ferric chloride
indicator to detect benzoic acid, the first byproduct in the hippurate hydrolysis pathway. However, a 2½ hour
rapid method as opposed to the 48 hour classical method for detecting hippurate hydrolysis has since been
developed. The rapid test employs ninhydrin as the indicator, which detects glycine, the second byproduct of
hippurate hydrolysis. The rapid hippurate hydrolysis test has been shown to be as specific and as sensitive as the
classical method that detects the benzoic acid byproduct.(4,5,8,9)

REAGENT FORMULA*
Each tube contains 20.0gm of Sodium Hippurate per liter of distilled water when rehydrated.
Each 2ml Ninhydrin Indicator Solution bottle contains 45.0gm Ninhydrin Reagent per liter of distilled water
when reconstituted.
* Adjusted and/or supplemented as required to meet performance criteria.

PRECAUTIONS
This product is for in vitro diagnostic use only and is to be used only by adequately trained and qualified
laboratory personnel. Observe approved biohazard precautions and aseptic techniques. All laboratory specimens
should be considered infectious and handled according to "standard precautions". The "Guideline for Isolation
Precautions" is available from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention at
www.cdc.gov/ncidod/dhqp/gl_isolation.html.
For additional information regarding specific precautions for the prevention of the transmission of all infectious
agents from laboratory instruments and materials, and for recommendations for the management of exposure to
infectious disease, refer to CLSI document M-29:

Protection of Laboratory Workers from Occupationally Acquired Infections: Approved Guideline.
Sterilize all biohazard waste before disposal.
Footnote: November 1 is a Thursday in 2012. Urgently ask you to read “PET GOAT NOVEMBER 1”
At www.hiddentextofnostradamus.com a site provided BY Nostradamus and his Mentor for free of cost
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By Goska|
Received from Freeman
HAARP stands for High-frequency Active Auroral Research Program.
It is a top secret American weapon which is closely connected with Nikola Tesla's
discoveries.
HAARP's roots go back to the beginning of the 20th century (about year 1900).
HAARP is not just one experimental station in Alaska. This program is also conducted
by many laboratories, universities and other military facilities across the United States.
It is widely known and stated in many publications that this weapon has an influence
on the weather, earthquakes and the human brain.
Less known is its impact on explosives, aircraft and cars.
There is little or even no information about direct touching of human and animal bodies
through HAARP. Thanks to high-frequency phased array radio waves the weapon can
simply touch living creatures taking advantage of bioelectricity.
Electromagnetic waves can penetrate everything.
By HAARP different diseases, mental states and some sickness can be simulated.
I would also describe my personal experiences with HAARP weapon which significant
effect I felt in January 1998. Here are my observations:
HAARP & MEDICINE
Bearing in mind the fact that HAARP waves can touch all the body we should realise that it often causes sudden and great pains in different parts of
the body, e.g.: poisoning, dyspnoea (difficult breathing), changes in blood pressure and heart rhythm, congestion, constipation or diarrhoea,
toothache, swelling, limbs' numbness, cramps and unexplainable shakiness …
Electromagnetic beams can also create ulcers and haemorrhoids. HAARP can change body weight and cause hunger or thirst and vice versa diminish it. Of course, these are not all possible symptoms. Others are likely too but, fortunately, I didn't experience them. Although I had so many
alarming symptoms, I didn't go to a doctor because I don't take medicines.
I simply knew that something was in charge of my body was being penetrated by some unknown forces.
Probably thanks to my carefulness and the fact I didn't take any remedies I am still healthy.
I realise that HAARP can act completely and surprisingly noiselessly and subconsciously. It can act without revealing itself.
One can doubt if HAARP has an influence on him or her or if he or she is seriously ill. But in my opinion, the best advice while talking about human
health is measuring the temperature of the body.
Even the slightest indisposition (even like women's menstruation) changes the temperature.
Nowadays doctors say that most diseases are caused by viruses.
These [HAARP] dis-eases, what is strange, do not engender high temperature.
If we went back to the 50s, we would see that viruses were almost completely unknown.
It always concerns me why there are so many virus diseases.
Where are they from?
I think that these are diseases caused by the HAARP weapon
HAARP's impact on human beings is dated from 1960.
Since 1930 Tesla waves have been on probation…..

www.redicecreations.com/news/2005/11nov/HAARP.html
The connection between chemtrails and HAARP has not yet been made by this person
In the Hidden Text forum MEDICAL, VACCINATIONS & CHEMTRAILS Nostradamus tries to give us the Big Picture
regarding the links with vaccinations (being catalyzed by) chemtrails – and now, here, with H.A.A.R.P
Indeed the MEDICAL, VACCINATIONS & CHEMTRAILS forum required another forum just for the footnotes…
1 4 1 Par l'univers sera faict un monarque
PARQS PULVINAR REASSURES
SUPER UNIVERSAL LVNAR NURSERIE
FEAR UE QORAN QURAN NORMA
AFRICAN SEAFARERS RAISE SUN

(pul-vi´nar) the prominent medial part of the posterior end of the thalamus
SHE SEES IT WITH HER BRAIN in other lines

NURSERIE = Cassiopeians are AFRAID of those from Denebola in
Leo, which are the shape shifting false rapturers. Raptors
AFRICAN SEAFARERS are the Oannes RAISE SUN – cause the solar flares

Contributions of the pulvinar to visual spatial attention. Neuropsychologia, 25(1), 97-105. ^ Chalupa, L. (1991). Visual function of the pulvinar
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HiddenTextor here.
According to the Medical Vaccinations & Chemtrails information
the "FLOUNCES" (isn't that a perfect description?) have within them amongst many other stated elements, "BIOGENS"
which are a CATALYST for an agent within vaccines
Also stated is that we "GET NEW CLOUD" with the word "INDIGO" attached to it
(I at first thought this is the photon cloud)
just prior to what seems to be DISCLOSURE and the
PANTOMIME in the evening and the
main events of Virgo, October (GREAT TRANSLATION) with a near asteroid hit in amongst there somewhere
which rolls Earth away a half turn
Away from SOLAR FLARES with a POE effect
Poe being human combustion
Recently the word H.A.A.R.P. is mentioned in the same context as CHEMTRAILS
4 41 1 Deux gros de Mende, de Rondes et Milhau. _
1.EXPISCATE (search out) H.A.A.R.P AROPH AGGEST (grows)
2.HIPPURATE (medical test) THOSe HOSTS HIP (Leo) AROUSE
3.HIP (Den.ebola in Leo) PHASE OUR SHAPE OUR II (Nov?) SEPIA HOUR
4.HE SOUP OUR AIR - OUR APES (Sirius) IS HIS .
4.HE POURS A.I UP ROSE A
5.OATH IN MY EUPHORIA IS OUR HEAP……… (Pleiades
6.STAGE GATES PACT - AUTOGRAPHIES (signatures
7.SEX SHORTAGE EXCUSE – EXEQUIES (funeral rites
==============================
EXPLANATION
Two large ones at Mendes, Rhodes and Milhau:
(either two asteroids or two different Tall Whites (He Rods = Grayles)
Or the giant (Anu) & Oannes)
………………………………….
4.SIRIUS IS HIS: the shape shifting Leonines have the Sirius in their pocket.
THAT IS: SALUSA, SANJASKA AND HATONN
‘He pours’- arrives A (Dec 21/22) in ‘rose’, a Friday.
Dec 21 in 2012 is a Friday.
4.HE POURS – Those of Sirius & Leo spread the chemtrails
The ‘II’ still has me uncertain, November?
‘I’ is Yew tree day of the Eve of the winter solstice = December 19/20
And also is Halloween – All Saints – All Souls, so the two “I”s could mean both dates
SEPIA Hour would be the ‘sack cloth’ of pure blackness that da Vinci spoke of..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

6.So that was what the PACT was all about! Time travel!
7.Sex shortage (fertility) is the excuse for making the men in black (funeral rites)
but the word “spare” for them appeared in other lines too
……………………………………………………….
2.“THOSE HOSTS” are the BIOGENS IN THE CHEMTRAILS
HIPPURATE IS A SPECIFIC MEDICAL TEST

========================

4 41 1 AROPH : n. 1. A barbarous word used by the old chemists to designate various medical remedies; Alchemye, having connotations with
“aerosol” methods of application. The words used in former times were “ether” and “ethereal”.
Here is perfect proof that Nostradamus was well aware of chemtrails and the BIOGENS within them & the H.A.A.R.P connection.
This means that it is the Leonines from Denebola who are behind it all. How appropriate the name is DEN.EBOLA! For some reason those of Sirius
are in league with the shape shifters. This confirms the TRIAD of Orion (the Anu), Sirius and Leo (but not Regulus) and by implication that the
“channelled” messages from Sirius are a very dangerous ploy. The hidden agenda is the False Rapture by those of Sirius. Anyone who
has read Aleister Crowley will recall his ‘mentor’ was APES (Ah-pees) of Sirius, to whom Crowley “sold his soul”.
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